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and pointed ont that it is liecessery to consider both the 
matter-vdume and the meta-volume of bodies to get at the 
explanation of physical phenomena. In the Authorls ex- 
periments there is a diminution of meta-volume, and the 
ether produces heat equal to the product of the ether pres- 
sure and the volume of the cancelled metafilm, just as the 
heat of evaporation is reproduced when steam is condensed. 
The experiments were to him not a surprise, but a confirmation 
of his views. 

Mr. J. H. GARDINER drew attention to the necessity of 
heating the powdered si1ic:i to  red heat in order to get rid 
of moisture, If possible, the silica should be heated in the 
actual tube and sealed up whilst hot. 

Mr. R. S, WAIPPLE said that Dr. Clobbett had shown that 
results very similar to the Pouillet effect could be obtained 
with an ordinary clinical thermometer and a piece of muslin. 
The bulb of the thermometer was covered with two or three 
layers of muslin, and the thermometer, thus covered, was 
placed inside a sterilizer which was maintained a t  the normal 
blood temperature, 98O.4 F., for several hours. If' the thermo- 
meter, still covered with muslin, was then placed in the 
mouth of a person whose temperature was nurnial, a rise of 
two or three degrees would be shown by the thermometer. 

-- 

XXV. On a Remarkable Case of U7ieven Distribution of 
LigJLt in a Difraction Gvating Spectrurri. B3 R. W. 
WOOD, Professor of hkperinaental Pltyysics, Joltns Hophhs 
Unive,*sity*. 

IT is a well-known fact that in the spectra formed by a 
diflraction-grating the light is unevenly distributed, that 
is the total light in any one spoctrulri will not reconiLine to 
form white light. 

I have been examining a most remarkalde grating recently 
ruled on one of the Iiowland dividing-engines iu which this  
uneven distribution is carried to a degree alniost inconigre 
hepsible. If' the spectra of an incandescent lamp are viewed 

* Reed June 20, JW2. 
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directly in the grating without any other optical appliance, 
at certain angles of incidrnce perfectly sharp monochromatic 
images of the filament appear in different parts of the first 
order spectra. Sometimes these images arc nearly black, and 
sometimes they are far brighter than the rest of the spectrum. 
On mounting the grating on the table of a spectrometer I 
was astounded to find that nnder certain conditions the drop 
from maximum illuinination to  minimum, a drop certainly of 
from 10 to 1, occurred within a range of wave-lengths not 
greater than the distance between the sodium lines. In other 
words, this grating at a certuin angle of incidence will show 
one qf the D lines, and not the other. 

Setting the grating at nearly normal incidence, a bright 
narrow line appeared in the yellow, and a slightly broader 
dark line showed up in the green. On decreasing the angle 
of incidence these lines approached one another, one travelling 
up the spectrum, the other down. At an incidence angle of 
a few minutes they came in contact, presenting an appearance 
very similar to one of the shaded lines in the spectrum of a 
Nova. On decreasing the angle of incidence to zero, the 
lines fused producing uniform illumination a t  the spot. 

When the light is incident on the opposite side of the 
normal from the spectrum we find the red and orange 
extremely brilliant up t o  a certain wave-length, where the 
intensity suddenly drops almost to zero, the fall occurring, 
as I have said, within a range not greater than the distance 
between the D lines. A change of wave-length of 1/1000 is 
then sufficient to cause the illumination in the spectrum to 
change from a maximum to  a minimum. 

The theory of the diffraction-grating, as it stands a t  the 
present time, appeared to me to be wholly inadequate to 
explain this most extraordinary dihibution of light, and I 
accordingly endeavoured to find out if possible the necessary 
modifications which must be introduced. 

The ordinary theory shows that under certain conditions 
(square groove and normal incidence for example) the directly 
reflected light, or central image, inay have certain wave- 
lengths wholly absent and appear strongly coloured in 
consequence. Coloured central images have been studied 
expcrinientally by Quincke, and Rsyleigh has trea tecl them 
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theoretically for transmission-gratings, and Rowland for 
gratings acting by reflexion. 

I n  studying the colours of these central images I have 
found that when the plane of polarization is parallel to t h e  
groove the colour is quite different from what it is when 
the plane is at right angles to the groove. The polarizing 
power of gratings has been experimentally investigated by 
W e n  and Rubens, but to the best of my knowledge their 
experiments were confined to wire gratings, and dealt merely 
with the amount of light directly transmitted under the 
two conditions. So  far as I know, pohrization has never 
been introduced into the theory of gratings. 

It occurred to me that polarization might prove to be the 
key to the explanation of the very singu1:ir behaviour of the 
grating of which I am writing. Experiment proved this to 
be the case, for it was found that the singular unomalies were 
ezhihited only when tlze dii*ection of vibration (deet& uecfor) 
wus at m:qht angles to the ruling. On turning the nicol 
through a right angle all trace of the bright and dark bands 
disappeared. The bands are naturally much more conspicuous 
when polarized light is employed. 

W e  will now esamine in some detail the appenrance of 
the spectrum at different angles of incidence. I n  fig. 1 WO 
have the appearance of the spectrum for ten different angles 
of incidence. The position of the dark and light bands in 
the spectrum was determined by eniploying sunlight, and 
using the Fraunhofer lines as reference-marks. The wave- 
lengths are indicated at the top of the figure, and the angles 
of incidence at  the left. Beginning with No. 1, we have the 
light incident a t  an angle of 4" 12' on the same side of the 
norinal as the spectrum. A bright line not much wider tlian 
the distance between the D lines appears at wave-length 609, 
and a dark band at  517 : the latter is sharp and black on one 
side and shades oft gradu:illy on the other. On decreasing the 
angle of incidence to 2' 3 i f  the bands approach, occupying 
the positions shown in No. 2. 

Numbers 3 and 4 show two subsequent positions, and it will 
be noticed that the rate of progress along the norrnal spectrum 
is the same for each, I n  No. 4 we have the appearance 
which I have likened to the line in the spectrum of iL Kova. 
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In No. 5 the incitlcnco is normrll nntl thta linw linve €nsd 
and disappenrvd. This is not nicrrcrlp nn approxiinntion, for 
1 have found thrit if the grating hn t,urntrl until thc spcrtriim 
11tbs this nppenrnnce, the light, reflwtcd hick tliroiigli the 

collimator p tme~  throngh tho dit .  This fnrniulieq ns  with 
e new matliod for nd.jnuting a grnting for noriiial incitlanco. 
On passing this position n nnrrow bright, line nppiwrs which 
bronclens into n very diarplp defint-4 rwtmglc, rtpI"wing, ns 
is diown in No. 6, nt  an inc idem angle of 5' on the oppwite 
sidn of the normal from the Rpartrnm. Thiq rectmglo 
hondeno as tho angle of incirlcnw jnercnscg, ita etfps 1)- 
coming henvily shncled, ns is Rhown in No. 7, wlierc wn 
Iinve rssenthlly two dark lmnds rotrenting from two11 other 
at equal rntes as the anglo of incident! incrennerr. Thnre 
is nothing eapecinlly pcnlinr nlmnt tho ono which is janrnay- 
ing towards the violet end of the spectrnm, hilt the other 
h h m w  in R mod Ringnlar manner, which coitlrl only he frilly 
illustrutetl hy n kinemotogniph-view of ita changes. I n  No. 7 
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we find it, very sharp and black on the right-hand edge, 
shading off lowards the red end of the spectrum. As it  
moves along, a shadow appears on its right-hand side, the 
two shadows being separated, however, by a narrow bright 
region ; the right-hand shadow increases in depth, while the 
left-hand one clears up, until the band becomes symmetrical, 
a narrow bright line with a shadow on each side, as is shown 
i n  No. 8. On increasing the angle of incidence still further, 
the inverse of this operation takes place, until in No. 9 the 
shadow has transferred its position to the right, and appears 
with a sharp black edge as before only reversed in position. 
This process of turning inside out of t.he shadow marks the 
beginning of another curious event, for, as the reversed 
shadow travels along towards tho red with increasing angle 
of incidence, an exceedingly Iilack symmetrical band splits 
off from it and travels down the spectrum in the opposite 
diwction, arriving at  the position shown in No. IO, a t  an 
incidence angle of 5" 45'. This band is much wider than 
the others and seems to be absolutely black at the centre, 
even with a fairly wide slit. 

If 
a piece of plane-parallel glass is cemented to the front of the 
grating with cedar oil the cycle is quite different. I n  this 
case we have a pair of unsyininetrical shaded bands which 
move in the same direction as the angle of incidence is 
changed. In  fig. 2 I have given the appearance ancl position 

This represents the cycle when the grating is in air. 

Fig, 8. 

Incidence on 
other side E V S  
of Normal. 

of these bands for three different angles of incidence. It 
will be observed that they remain distinct on passing through 
the position of perpendicular incidence. 

I t  is iinpossiblc to identify these bands with those observed 
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with the grating in air, since the jump in the refractive index 
of the medium in  which the grating is immersed is too great. 
To determine the effect of increasing the  refractive index 
of the medium on the position of a given band I fastened a 
plate of glass in front of the grating a t  a distance of about 
0.3 mni. from the ruled surface. Water  was introduced 
between the two, and glycerine applied to the lower edge. 
The denrer fluid gradually difiisetf u p  into the water, :md 1 
observed the dark bands sharply curved, on looBing at the 
spectrum directly in the grating without the aid of a telescope, 
the shift being towards the red, as  the refractive index 
increased. The appearance of one of the bands is shown 
i n  fig. 3. It wil lL ‘be observed 
that  the shift is in the same 
direction as when a resonator is 
itnmersed in  a medium of high 
dielectric constant, and though 
there may be no  connexion be- 
tween the t w o  phenomena, i t  
scems perhaps worth while to  
mention it iis there may be some- 

Fig. 3. 

thing akin to resonance in t!ie action of this grating. 
It is useless to  attempt to  fully explain the very coinplicated 

sequence of events which I have outlined, until some workiiig 
hypothesis is established which will explain some one of them, 
and it appears to me that the first thing to do is to make some 
assumption which will explain the very remarkable fact that 
a change of wave-length of one part in a thousand is sufficient 
to  change the illumination from a maximum to a ininininm. 

We know that this can take place i f  w e  are dealing with 
interference with a large difference of path. Harny’s 
‘‘ extincteur ” *  is a piece of apparatus which illustrates this 
better than anything with which I am familiar. It occurred 
to me that possibly the anomalies were to be referred in 
some way to the interference between dihwbances coming 
from widely separa td  lines, though I h:id no very definite 
idea as  to just  how it could produce any  of the anomalies, or  
how it was to be connected with the polarization effect. It 
seemed worth while, however, to investigate the matter, and 

* Y. Hamy, Compt. Bend. cxxv. p. 1091 (1897). 
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I accordingly covered the grating with a thin sheet of black 
paper, leaving exposed only a strip about 0.3 min. wide along 
one edge. By bringing the eye close up to this small strip 
the spectrum could be distinctly seen, but the sharpness of 
the dark bands seemed to be undiminished. As there were 
only about 200 lines acting there could not have been any 
very considerable difference of path between even the 
extreme rays. I n  consequence of this I am compelled to 
refer the matter to the form of the groove. The important 
fact which must be taken into account in any endeavour to 
explain the action of the grating is, that the anomalies only 
occur when the electric vector lies across the ridge. We c m  
speculate about the action of the narrow ridges on the light 
waves, assuming, perhaps, something of the nature of reso- 
nance taking place across the ridge, or we can seek for  
the explanation in the behaviour of the transverse vibrations 
in between the ridges, but in any case we are confronted 
with the diEculty of explaining the tremendous change in 
the intensity of the illumination with the exceedingly small 
change of wave-length. 

The study of this grating has been limited to the two 
or three days immediately preceding the closing of the 
laboratory for the summer, consequently I have been unable 
to give a very exhaustive account of its behaviour under 
other conditions, or secure any very satisfactory photographs 
of the peculiar spectra. The few photographs which I have 
taken and which are reproduced, were made on some old ortho- 
chromatic plates, without any especial appliances, the plates 
being applied to the end of the spectrometer tube, while 
the slit was illuminated with a Nernst lamp, which makes 
the best source of light possible when a continuous spectrum 
is required. The photographs are interesting as showing 
the sharpness of the bright and dark bands in the spectrum. 
I am of the opinion that a study of the colours of the ceatral 
image with polarized light in the case of this grating may 
throw some further light on the problem, which is one of the 
most interesting that I have ever met with. 

Baltimore, June 2nd, 1902. 


